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The pandemic has been a life-
changing milestone for many. 

From the onset, the COVID-19 has 
led people to despair, depression 
and hopelessness to say the least.  
However, this period has also shown 
to have some unique and positive 
things. It has created a chance to stop 
and reflect on important issues in our 
lives. With social distancing measures 
limiting people’s lives, many have got 

a chance to think about what really 
matters.  

Here at WkW Centre, things have not 
been the same. The Centre has once 
again become a pillar and a source of 
strength, support and hope to Kibera 
families. We are engaged more than 
ever in our work and    daily activities. 
Now that all children are away from 
school, they often find their way to 
the Centre. We take the role of being 

teachers, counsellors and guardians 
to these children.  It is an intriguing 
experience indeed!

We teach them, give them assignments, 
mark and correct their work. We 
also feed and counsel them. We 
continue educating and guiding them 
to adhere to the M inistry of Health 
COVID-19 protocols such as putting 
on masks, keeping social        distance, 
regular sanitisation and    
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maintaining general hygiene. We are happy 
indeed to have them here as they give life to 
the Centre. 

 Zigrid, a grade 7 student describes her 
experience at the Centre: “I am happy to 
spend my holiday at WkW Centre. We come 
to do many things. We eat, we play and learn. 
Being a class 7    student at Rudan Junior 
Academy, I must say I am lucky to study online 
via zoom. The staff at WkW and my teachers 
have made my learning experience both 
positive and educational. It is the first time in 
my life to use a laptop in learning and meeting 
my fellow classmates online.  It has really been 
a fascinating experience. Whenever we are 
online, my classmates seem so real just like we 
are just seated next to each other in class. We 
ask questions and respond to our teachers. I 
am learning a lot and I am happy.” 
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The staff at WkW continues to distribute 
food packs and other essential materials 
to families. The staff also meet parents 
at the   Centre and visit them at their 
homes. “The pandemic has brought all 
manner of ills; I lost my job few months 
ago. With no source of Income, I am faced 
with numerous challenges. Sometimes we 
go without food and all my children are 
squeezed in this small house of mine. It is 
depressing. However, losing my job and 
staying at home most of the time has given 
me some opportunity to learn and know 
my children more. It is not easy but I have 
faith in all that is happening,” Said mama 
Elizabeth

Issuing Food packs  to families

Eating heartily
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“The Centre has been a good home to us. Any opportunity 
that we get, we pick litter, wash washrooms, classrooms 
and the compound. We are just trying to keep away the 
coronavirus. It is always fun to see how all my fellow students 
get involved in cleaning up our WkW home. Last Friday, we 
had another chance to clean the Centre.  What followed was 
nicely prepared hot coffee with buns. What a fun day!!! ”

  
   Joshua Angwekwe, student

TAKING CARE OF OUR WKW HOME

No Corona Here Keep it clean!



APPRECIATION

We thank WFIA foundation for 
enabling us to carry out online 

learning, feeding the families in   Kibera, and 
granting us both material and non-material 
support. The foundation continues being 
closer and closer to us, checking on our 
wellbeing and ensuring the Kibera families 
are safe. It is an immense blessing to us having 
you in our lives.
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The safety of our children has always 
been a major concern to us. We 

continually do our best to ensure that all 
our children are okay. It is in this regard that 
we are refurbishing the Safe House to be 

a haven to girls from the most vulnerable 
and dysfunctional families.  The renovation 
process is underway and great work is 
happening here. After its completion, the 
place will be a home to approximately 

twenty girls. They will get a chance to 
have a warm place to sleep, good food to 
eat, nice living room to relax and watch, 
a study room to do their studies and a 
green yard to play among other places. 

THE SAFE HOUSE RENOVATIONS

Washroom

Outside renovations
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THE INTERNATIONAL  YOUTH DAY
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Hello Everyone, how lucky am I? 
I was among the many youths 

who recently participated in the 
online forum organised by IBVM in 
association with UN to celebrate the 
International Youth Day on 12th August 
2020 themed “Youth Engagement for 
Global Action.” 

Basically, we discussed via zoom the 
various ways in which the engagement 
of young people just like me at the 
local, national and global levels enriches 
national and multilateral institutions 
and processes. 
So, the youth? When you hear the 
name ‘YOUTH’ what comes to your 

mind? Is it the groups of rowdies, 
energetic young people some of 
whom are very carefree, irresponsible 
and are always thirsty for fun, drugs 
and music? Well, not a bad definition. 
But as a budding youth, I would like 
to believe that many youths have 
made their existence useful around 
the world. Or don’t you think so? It’s 
pretty obvious that the role of young 
people in making the world a better 
place is essential and indeed very 
inevitable. 

In our discussions, it came clear that 
we the current youth population is 
the highest the world has ever had. 

That youths are therefore part and 
parcel of every move the world makes. 
They are indispensable and everything 
happening around them affects them 
directly. Our Zeal if channelled in the 
right direction is a winning factor. Who 
disagrees? 

The participants also noticed with 
sadness how many young people 
today around the world are slaves 
to ideologies and assumptions we, 
unfortunately, have very little control 
over. That is regardless of our social 
class and environment. We wake up to 
a world that does not trust us, thanks 
to my age! Not too fair if you come 



to think about it, is it really? This is 
normally the fault of those who came 
before us. We end up burning up our 
precious budding years trying to prove 
the world wrong instead of perfecting 
what we can. Question is, though, how 
can this be changed?

Trust the few good ones you can spot. 
Just that. We are the highest number of 
under 25s the world has ever seen. For 
development’s sake, why not utilise the 
energy, the curiosity, the young passion 
and all the zeal?

Take an instance of our degrading 
climate. Actually, we the youth have a 
lot to do to save the situation. Who 
can organize and execute the best 
campaigns against environmental 
degradation better than the youth, and 
if it comes directly from our hearts, 
how many souls/hearts would you 
have won over and what good can it 
do the planet? A lot of good and that’s 
for sure. Who does not agree that 
if we organized more youth to 
clean up their hoods and 
recycle as many items as 
possible then we would 
have a cleaner world? 

A perfect example of 
such is what’s going 
on in Kenya right 
now. The government 
figured out that 

it could mobilise its large youth 
population to clean up the streets for 
payment per person. Look at that, two 
birds perfectly slain by a single stone; 
Unemployment and environmental 
conservation. That way we utilise their 
energy and at the exact same time it 
cuts down on crime, considering the 
fact that Kenya is a developing economy. 
Such should be the spirit all around the 
globe, exploiting the potential of the 
youth to the brim.

It is important to take a keen Interest 
in bettering the lives of the youth. This 
is technically because they are twice as 
vulnerable to all the danger the world 
has brought to their table especially 
when you come from Kibera slums 
just like me. We agreed that the 21st 
century is an era of competence in all 
the senses.   

It’s the reason why every youth needs 
to explore their potentials to the 
maximum. One thing that comes out 
vividly though is that talent and ability 
are truly universal but the opportunity 
is not.

In an effort to empower the youth, 
we should learn to offer more 
opportunities to the youth the same 
way Wanawake Kwa Wanawake Kenya 
and Women for Women in Africa does 
to many children and youths from the 
slums through education. 

Let the youth be aware that they are 
trusted and that the adults, leaders 
will always be there for us. As a matter 
of fact, it all breaks down to trust, 
nothing much. That of course, applies 
to the millions of good youths out 
there myself included who deserve 
and are ready to be trusted. Seize the 

chance to put a smile on a youth’s 
face whenever and however it 

comes. That’s just it! 

Story by Dennis 
Ochieng, Year 11 
student
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Support in any way, send your donations:

Paybill Number

Account Number

Payee’s Name

• Go to MPesa on your phone menu and 

select payment services option

• Enter the Pay Bill Number (764915)

• Enter account number (Your name or 

organization)

• Enter the amount you wish to pay

• Enter your MPESA Pin and press send

Wanawake kwa Wanawake Kenya wkw.kibera@gmail.com
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HAPPENINGS AT WKW
¨  Safe House renovations
¨ Issuing food parcels
¨ Issuing of  Assignments
¨ Individual  and group counselling Sessions
¨ E-Learning classes
¨ Virtual  admission of  students to  universities and 
colleges


